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R9 -note the Castle insignia.
The primary function of the unit had always been to have Air Sea Rescue Launches (ASRLs) standing by to
react to any emergency involving aircraff operating from the training school at AFB Langebaanweg. The only
time this occurred was during training for the Korean War. A Spitfire, used to train pilots to fly the Mustang
went down 12nautical miles offshore and the crew of a launch pulIed the pilot from the icy Atlantic.
During 1957 Commander Boyle was tasked with the closing of Gordon's Bay. The repair unit transferred to
Langebaan and the Squadron became Motor Boat Flight attached to AFS Langebaan, equipped with 4 Miami
class vessels. Its mason for existence was its close proximity to the Air Force gunnery and bombing ranges
around the Saldanha area.
New craft
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RJO in her element

By the late 1950's it was becoming evident that the range ofthe Miami class was insufficient. The Air Force thus
decided to purchase some new vessels and approached Krogerwerft in Rendsburg to supply two boats. This company
had constructed similar types oflaunch for both the German government and the RAF.
The final design was a 30 metre launch, displacing 87 tonnes and powered by two VI2 Maybach-Mercedes diesel
engines of2240 hp each -giving a top speed of about 33 knots. The vessels were equipped with an operating table
(thankfulIy never used) and a thermal bath system (also never used operationalIy, as survivors seemed to do better
when warmed in the engine room).
The first ship, R30, also known fondly as "Brigitte", the name of the daughter of Herr Bauer the MD ofKrogerwerft
who launched her, arrived in Cape Town aboard a cargo vessel in 1961. She was unloaded and the men of I Motorboat
Squadron sailed her up to Langebaan with an Alouette helicopter hovering above taking photographs. She came around
Schaapen Island doing about 18knots, presenting a 'huge' presence, and being almost three times the size of the
Miamis. Her black hulI and grey upperworks dwarfed the jetty at Langebaan. In 1962 her sister, R31 was delivered and
two ofthe Miamis were sold. These boats were required to be alongside to keep power on the gyros and being powered
by diesel, the engines had to be kept hot. This was a significant difference to the petrol- powered Miamis, which were
able to reach fulI speed on cold engines.
With these two vessels, the No I Motorboat squadron of the SAAF (which later became the Marine Craft Unit) forged
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